
NOTES ON A THEOREM ON CONVOLUTIONS

J. N. WHITELEY

1. Introduction. In these notes we prove first a refinement of Theo-

rem 2 in [l], which will be our Theorem 1. As an application of this

result, in our Theorem 2, we obtain a series of inequalities for the

coefficients of a real polynomial whose zeros lie relatively close to-

gether. This leads to Theorem 3, in which, as a limiting case of Theo-

rem 2, we obtain a result about real polynomials with zeros in a sector

of angle ir/2. This last result could also be deduced from the Gauss-

Lucas Theorem on the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial, using

reasoning of the type occurring in [3].

Finally we shall prove Theorem 4, which is a special case of a con-

jectured general Theorem on Convolutions. The conjecture is that if

the sequences {an}, {b„} and {c„} defined by (2.0) are related as in

(D), then the second differences of {cn} are non-negative if those of

{«„} and {bn} are. As in Theorem 1 the sequences may contain zero

elements, and in this case the condition of the theorem is understood

to apply, in each sequence, up to the first zero term. It will be noticed

that in these theorems no mention is made of the structure of the

functions represented by the complete power series.

The conjecture would imply a generalisation of both sides of the

inequality in [4], since a convex (polygonal) curve necessarily has the

properties expressed by these inequalities. It seems also to be true

that nothing worthwhile can be said about the third differences of the

sequences.

The special case of the conjecture which we prove here is that in

which the generating function/(z) of the sequence {£,/«!} is given,

namely

m

(1-1)       /(*) - il (1 + «*)       («< >0,<- 1,2, ••-,«),
i=l

and this result, of course, generalises Theorem 2(a) of [4]. The

method used here depends on the well-known fact that the deriva-

tives of f(z) are of the same form as f(z) itself. Unfortunately, this

method will not apply to the parallel case of g(z), say, where
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(1.2)        giz) = fl (1 - ft*)-1       OS* > 0, * - 1,2, •••,«).
>-l

It would appear that the main difficulty in the way of a proof of the

general theorem is its formidable algebraic complexity: the lemmas of

Theorem 2 in [l ] seem to be relevant.

2. Theorem 1. Let

(2.0) {an\, {bn}, {cn\        («=1,2, •••)

be sequences of non-negative numbers and let

Ao = 1 « 0!,    An = fl «••       (« = 1, 2, • • • ),

while Bn and Cn are defined similarly. Suppose

-■-.-- = -       (n=l,2,...).
r_o  r!  in — r)\      n\

Then if

(2.1) Zûan-i-an^r,        (« = 2, 3, • • • ),

(2.2) {gU-i.£4        (« = 2,3, •••),

where £, r\ may be positive or negative, and where1

an-i a. b„-i        bn
(2.3)----^0,-7T--^0       (»-2,3,.-..),

(« —   1) M (« —   1) «

then we shall have

(2.4) ÉáCn-l-Cn^T? («—2,3, •••)■

The result also holds if the sequences {an}, {bn}, {cn\ vanish from

some point on, provided that in this case we interpret (2.1), (2.2)

and (2.4) as holding only for the first zero term and not for later ones.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let

(3.1) 5i(«) =   2   X) («r+i - a,+i)fin, r, s),
OsrSJSn—1

(3.2) 52(«) =   ]£   H ibr+i- b.+i)gin,r,s),
0srs»S"— 1

where

1 The condition (2.3) is automatically satisfied in many cases (see [2]).
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/(w,r, i) = xrv,-2)-^-i)*r\

g(n,r,s) = Yr)Yr)-Yr)Yr\
and

(m) Ar Dm—r

Xr    =-(r = 0, 1, 2, • ■• , m; m = n — 1 or » — 2)
r!   (w — r)!

¿If = 0,

while Yrm) is defined in exactly the same way, except that the se-

quences «„ and b„ are interchanged. Finally let

n—2 n—1 .      ..       .      _.

QM-ZZxr'x^.
»=1 r-1

Then it was proved in  [l, Lemma 5 et seq.] that the difference

Cn-i — Cn is given by

Cn-i — cn = (Si(n) + S2(n))/Q(n),

and that the second factor in each term of the sums Si(n) and S2(n)

is non-negative if (2.3) is satisfied.

From (2.1) and (2.2) it now follows that

rfr { Z Z   ~(r-s) [/(«, r, s) + g(n, r, s)}\
Q(n)   VOsrs.sn-l >

(3.3) ^Cn-l-Cn

^Jt|EE   -(r-s)[f(n,r,s)+g(n,r,s)}\

In the bracketed parts of (3.3) a term like

z(n-i)x(»-2))       oárá»-l, 0 ¿ * ¡S » - 2,

appears with coefficient (r — s) in the sum involving X's. Since

F(n-l>F(n-2)  =  X("-1)X("-2)

whenever í = « — 1 — r, u = n — 2 — 5, the same term appears in the sum

involving F's with coefficient ¿ — u = s — r + l(0^t^n— 1, O^u^n — 2).

The correspondence thus established between the terms of the first
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and second sums (i.e., the sums involving, respectively, X's and F's)

is one-to-one, except for the zero terms X^Xfl?, Y?~*Y£?

(Ogr^w-1). Hence

Z)   X) - ir - s) [fin, r, s) + gin, r, s)]
OârSaSn_l

= ee *r'*r > = QM,
«=1 r-l

and so £í£c„_i — c„;£?7 by (3.3).

The truth of the remark about vanishing elements follows when

it is noticed that in the definition of 5i(«) and &(«), if ak = ak+i = 0,

then

Xk    = /(«, k,s) = 0        im = n — 1 or « — 2).

4. Theorem 2. 7/ /fee reciprocals of the roots of the real polynomial

equation

aiü2 aiö2 ■ • ■ a„
(4.1) l + ait-\-t2+----\-f=0

2! «!

lie in the region of the Argand diagram defined by

(4.2) x2 + y2 + xr, g 0,

(4.3) x2 - y2 + x£ ^ 0,

where »;=ï£^0 flwá /fee origin is excepted, then

(4.4) J á a*-i - «* á fl (i = 2, 3, •••,«+ 1 ; an+i = 0).

Note. The region concerned is the common part of a circle centred

on (—ij/2, 0) and passing through (0, 0) and the left-hand branch of

the rectangular hyperbola centred on (— £/2, 0), passing through

(0, 0), and with asymptotes at 45° to the real axis.

Proof. The conditions (4.2) and (4.3) ensure that the real quad-

ratic or real linear factors of (4.1) are of the form

■)•
' bib2
1 + bit -\-12 ],       where    £ è bi - b2 Ú v,    £ á ¿2 á v, or

s. 2!

(1 + bit), where    £ ^ bi ¿ r¡    and    ¿>2 = 0,

so that the result follows from Theorem 1.

5. Theorem 3. If the roots of the real polynomial equation

aiö2 ßi#2 ■ ■ ■ an
(5.1) l + a¿ +-/2+---+-r = 0

2! »!
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lie in the sector

(5.2) |x-i|   S»/4,

then

(1) ar g Or-i (2|f| «),

(5.3) ar ar~i
(2)-<-       (2 g r ^ «).

r(»-r+l)     (r- l)(«-r + 2)

Proof. If we take £ = 0, »7= co in Theorem 2, we immediately get

(5.3), (1). For the roots, and therefore also the reciprocals of the

roots, of (5.1), lie in | ir — 6\ ^ir/i. On the other hand, by considering

the polynomial

»        «(« — 1) «!
i+ —1 +-/2 + • • • +-r,

an anan-i aia2 ■ ■ ■ an

which has for its zeros the reciprocals of the roots of (5.1), we see that

«       2(» - 1)      3(« - 2)
— ^-è-, etc.,
an an-i an-2

which is (5.3), (2).

The inequalities (5.3), (1) are better than (5.3), (2) up to about

r = n/2. It is worth noting that had the roots of (5.1) been all real

and negative then we should have had, by a well-known result2

ar ar-i
(r = 2, 3, • • • , »).

in - r + 1)       (« - r + 2)

6. Theorem 4. If

m m      fifi)

(6.1) /(«) = II(i + «*) = £-V«",
. = 1 71 = 0 »1

where a,->0 (*=1, 2, • • • , m), then

Tin + 2)          Tin)         2T(« + 1)
(6.2)  —-- +-—--^0   (»-1,2, • • -,m-l).

Tin + 1)      Tin - 1) Tin)

Before giving the proof, which is very simple, we need two lemmas.

It will appear, in Lemma 1, that in the case of the function (6.1), the

proposition (6.2) has a certain "run-off" property. One is able, in

» Theorem 51, p. 51 of [S],
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effect, to prove only the case n = 1 of (6.2), and this is accomplished

by regarding (6.2) for n = 1 as part of a special case of the conjecture

of §1. Thus, in Lemma 2, we shall prove only that the first of the set

of second differences of the product sequence {cn} is non-negative, if

the same is true of the factor sequences.

Lemma 1. Let

— i/(z)l = -L -—2"
(6.3)  dzl        -   *]

= A (j) if (1 + ß-\)        (j = 0, 1, • • • , m - 1),
<=i

where A(j) is independent of z and A(0) = 1. Then

T(Q,n+l) T(\,n) T(n,\)
(1)      - = -  =   •   ■  ■   =  -;   «««

T(0,n) T(l,n-l) T(n,0)

(2) ß?>0        (i=l,2, ■■■,m-j)   forj= 1,2, ■■■,m- 1,

if
ai = ßl0)>0       (i=l,2,---,m).

Proof. (1) follows from the definition (6.3). (2) is a well-known

result on differentiation.

Lemma 2. If

«1«2

(6.4) Si = 1 + «l2 + — z2 + ■ ■ • ,       m ¿ 0 (* - 1, 2, 3 • • • ),

(6.5) S2= l + hz + -^-z2+ ■ ■ -,        bi^O (i= 1,2,3 ■■ ■),

CiC2

(6.6) S3 = SiXS2= l + ciz + —z2+ • ■ ■ ,

then

(6.7) ça + ci - 2c2 ̂  0,

provided

(6.8) «3 + «i - 2«j è 0,

(6.9) h + bi- 2Ô2 ̂ 0.

Furthermore, the result extends to m^3 factor sequences.
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Proof. If we express C\, c2, c% in terms of Oi, o2, a% and bu £>2, b3 by

means of (6.6) we find that
2 ( \ 2 2

C2C1JC3 + Ci — 2c2f = a2ai.D(a) + b2biDib)

+ aibi{2[ia2 - ai) - (¿>2 - bi)]2 + aiDia) + b2Dib)},

where Dix) = x3+xi — 2x2.

Since all the variables are non-negative, the result follows, and it

extends by induction to m ^ 3 factor sequences.

Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma 1, (1) we have for 15¡»gm — 1,

7(« + 2)      7(0,« + 2)      7(«-l,3)
= c3    (say),

Tin + 1)      P(0, « + 1)      7(« - 1, 2)

Tjn + 1) _ 7(0, « + 1) _ 7(« - 1, 2)

2»     "     7(0, «)     ~ 7(« - 1,1)

Tin) 7(0, «) r(« - 1,1)

7(« - 1)      7(0, « - 1)      Tin - 1,0)

where Ci, c2, c3 satisfy

= C2    (say),

= ci    (say),

i + CiZ+^+... = Tf(i+¿n_1)z).
2 ! ,_i

By (2) of Lemma 1, /3|B_1)>0 (« = 1, 2, • • • , w-«+l). Hence we

can apply Lemma 2, in the extended form, to obtain the desired

result.

Corollary to Theorem 4. As in the case of Theorem 3, it is pos-

sible to obtain a meaningful corollary to Theorem 4 by regarding the

polynomial from the other end, as a polynomial in (1/z). The result

is complicated to state, however, and we leave it to the reader to

deduce for himself.
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